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WHO WE ARE?
«Oasis» is a small but strong
community of crypto-enthusiasts,
programmers and digital design
experts.
The team is completely decentralized
across the globe.

> We came together to create products
that we want to use, then share them
with the rest of community.

OUR PRODUCTS

OASIS TOKEN

VOODOO CAVE — NFT GAME

SOLOMIDS — NFT PETS

Site is under reconstruction

Site under construction

Site: solomid.io

A key component in this whole scheme. This token is
used as currency in all of our products.

Voodoo Cave — is an innovative CDN
(Combinatory-deflationary NFT) project.

Solomid will be used in the game VoodooCave as
unique pets. Which will make your journey through
the obstacles that the game entails much easier and
save you from unnecessary costs!

Our project is highly coupled with the Oasis token and
leverages it as in-game currency.

Mint: get.solomid.io

DOUBLE BURN
MECHANICS

Voodoo Cave is an innovative CDN
(Combinatory-deflationary NFT) project.
Unlike other projects, to get a higher quality
NFT, we don’t use random or higher price
strategies. For our mechanism, we use the
term Combinatory.

To get a better quality
NFT, you first need to
possess two NFTs of
the same quality and
combine them. After
that, the two previous
NFTs will be burned
and you will get one
NFT of better quality.
As a result, the total
number of existing
NFTs will decrease

Release date: Q4 2021

IN-GAME
CURRENCY

x2

All in-game
operations such as
combining, healing a
character, performing
in-game transactions,
and burning
unnecessary items
will require Oasis
token from players.

DOUBLE BURN
MECHANICS

The user can send his character to the
dungeon to get NFT artifacts, the chance to up
doll quality, and maybe even find free dolls.
There would be three types of interactions:
enemies (strength), traps (agility), and
puzzles (intelligence). Dungeons will be
progressive (further - difficulty will increase).
The chance to beat the enemy or avoid a trap
will use characteristics of your doll. NFT
artifacts will increase those stats, or you can
sell it to someone else if you don't need it or
burn it to add some points to your team in the
end. Artifacts will have the same ability to
unite them in order to make them stronger.

As characters are
combined, it
inherently increases
the total supply, BUT, it
also requires 2,4,8 etc.
NFT’s to use as fodder
for the combinations,
thereby
REDUCING
Each character will have 3 points
of health.
In the
totalYou
amount
of supply
case of failure, it will lose 1 point.
can heal
your character, but you needthat’s
to paycirculating.
in OASIS
token (price will increase with the quality of
the NFT). If a character has 0 points left, he
will be burned forever.

IN-GAME
CURRENCY
Our project is highly
coupled with the Oasis
token and leverages it
as in-game currency.

Sol Omid's are an NFT that symbolize your hope and
faith in the crypto-space. Omid's (Persian for "hope")
were seen in the dreams of our lead artist. In that
dream, we all made it, as we deserve to. There are only
4096 Omid's, each of which are algorithmically
generated based off high quality, handcrafted assets by
our two incredible artists.
Each character will have 3 points of health. In
case of failure, it will lose 1 point. You can heal
your character, but you need to pay in OASIS
token (price will increase with the quality of
the NFT). If a character has 0 points left, he
will be burned forever.

GAME INTEGRATION
Solomid will be used in the game VoodooCave as unique pets. Which will make
your journey through the obstacles that the game entails much easier and save
you from unnecessary costs!
For example: your doll has stumbled upon a previously unknown mechanism,
the principle of which is unknown. When your doll pulls a lever, three random
numbers will appear on the scoreboard and depending on the sequence, you will
receive a unique reward. Your Omid will then act as a booster and increase your
chance of picking up a rare reward. The more Omids you carry with you, the more
likely you are to leave the cave with full pockets.

LAUNCHPAD
Universal platform for launching projects based on
Oasis, anyone with an interesting idea can come to
us for funding.
Launchpad will be the core of the Oasis ecosystem.

2.

One of the Tribunes may use the veto and send
the project back for a second vote. The Tribunes
also receive a % of the fees. Unlike the Senate,
there are only 2 and they are elected for 6
months. One of the Oasis developers can also
be nominated for one of the seats, the second
seat will always be for an independent OG
candidate.

3.

If the project was approved by the OG and was
not blocked by the Tribunals, it goes to the next
final stage. It will be presented to investors.
Investors receive a % of the project's income for
their investment. The author of the project
himself assigns the %, which will be available
for sale to potential investors.

Components: Tribunes, OG Senate,
Investors.
1.

The OG Senate will initially consist of 16 trusted
members of Oasis. They will review the overall pool
of proposed projects. Only projects voted for by the
majority of OGs can pass on. The OGs get a % of the
project's fees for their efforts (in case of
successful fundraising).

Release date: Q2 2022
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TWITTER: @CRYPTOASISDS
DISCORD: CRYPTOASISDS
EMAIL: SUPERSONIC@WONDERWALL.FINANCE
MADOKA@WONDERWALL.FINANCE

